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Available and Pending Items

Contact: Del Riley

(717) 233-5455 USA

Items

Available

*** Note Prices vary.



*** KN 95 Masks    ***

While supply lasts 
MOQ - 1000 pcs

Ships 7-10 days ARO



KN 95



N95 Masks

While supply lasts 
MOQ - 10000 pcs

Ships 7-10 days ARO

Small & Regular Sizes
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Superior grade

Gel 
75% Alcohol

MOQ  1000 Units



Premium Product Support



EU Approved   

Pending FDA Clearance

For more Information or to place an order Please 

Contact:  Del Riley

Royal Bev 

Mobile (717) 233-5455

ILOG77@GMAIL.COM



100 Pieces per box



Hospital Grade Protective Suits

ASTM  Level 4  FOR   ICU

CE and FDA Cleared



Handheld Thermometers

0-650 emission rate adjustable
• 30:1 field
K type thermocouple input
Backlight display, with switch
• laser ring sight
LCD error
• mode: average value, difference, upper / lower limit 
alarm, the minimum / maximum, alarm
• white LED lights
• º C/ º F optional



- N95   MASKS

- Spray Can                      
Disinfectant

- Facility 

Mediation
Services

Addl.
PENDING



Cargico Microfluidics Co.

2020/06/09

Bio-Kil Antibacterial Film Elevator 

Application – Operating Procedure



Dimensions: 45cm x 55cm thickness 0.05mm
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Antibacterial Film Specification

Bright side is the 
PET surface

The foggy side is the 
antibacterial surface.



Prepare the tools:
A.A3 size or larger cutting tool; B. Cutting pads C. 60cm or longer ruler; D. 
Cutting Knife; E.3M 300LSE Double-sided tape width 8 to 12mm;
F. Fillet cutter; G. Marking pen; H. N times sticky notes.
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Procedure description

A B C D FE HG



Antibacterial film size measurement:
Measure the area of the elevator buttons, confirm that the size of the 
antibacterial film required to completely cover all elevator buttons, record 
the film size in Width (cm) x Length (cm).
The measurement principles are below:
1. All buttons need to be covered; 2. Set the top and bottom double-sided 
tape positions (10mm); 
3. Consider overall aesthetics and minimize waste of material when posting; 
4. Dimensions over 55cm can be stitched in segments.4

Procedure description



Dimension records statistics:
According to the elevator number and floor, the film size measurements are 
organized in table 1, the film size is recorded by Width (cm) x Length (cm).
Different sizes and quantities are combined in table 2 for preparation and 
cutting.
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Procedure description

表
一

表
二



Cutting and marking:
According to the table 2, use of the cutting machine and mat to make the 
antibacterial films. 
Pre-cutting assessment: In principle, make the larger sizes first to minimize 
the waste and then make the smaller sizes.
After cutting, use the N times sticky notes to mark the sizes and store them 
separately. 6

Procedure description



Adhesive double-sided tape:
Take 3M 300LSE double-sided tape (width 8 to 12mm) and stick the permanent 
side of tape to the upper and lower edge of the cut antibacterial film.
The double-sided tape should be on the bright PET surface
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Procedure description

Bright side -
PET surface

Foggy side -
Anti-bacterial 
surface



Crop fillet:
With a rounded cutter, cut the four right angles of each antibacterial film 
that has been glued to double-sided tape, and cut them into rounded 
corners to complete antibacterial film cutting.
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Procedure description



Organize and bag the cut antibacterial films based on the floor and 
elevator number classification.
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Procedure description



Installation of the antibacterial film:
1. Wipe and clean the surface area of the elevator buttons that will be covered by 
the film.
2. Apply the Bio-Kil Logo sticker to the surface area that is visible.
3. Tear off the double-sided tape liner on the upper and lower edges of the 
antibacterial film and attach it to the surface area of the elevator buttons.
4. After aligning the film position, apply pressure from top to bottom of the 
double-sided tape to remove the air bubbles from the tapes.
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Procedure description

Bio-Kil Sticker
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